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retrospective studies. It remains unknown whether continuation or
withdrawal of these drugs during
hospitalization inﬂuenced outcomes in patients admitted with
COVID-19.
In conclusion, our study
provides reassurance that there is
no increased risk of mortality or
severe illness in patients using
ACEIs and ARBs compared with
nonusers. In patients with hypertension, use of ACEs and ARBs
might be associated with reduced
mortality: however, these ﬁndings
need to be conﬁrmed in prospective
randomized controlled trials.
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In replyd Association of
Renin-Angiotensin
System Blockers with
Outcomes in Patients
With COVID-19
To The Editor: Current guidelines
and health professional recommendations endorse the continuation of
both antihypertensives angiotensin-
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converting-enzyme (ACE) inhibitors
(ACEIs) or angiotensin receptor
blockers (ARBs) for managing hypertension (HTN) during the COVID19 pandemic. We have emphasized
repeatedly that it is highly unlikely
that the use of ACEIs and ARBs
would be associated with increased
severity or mortality risk in patients
with COVID-19.1,2 In the metaanalysis of Garg et al,3 which
included studies published until
May 31, 2020, both mortality and
risk of severe disease were not
increased among patients using
ACEIs and ARBs. However, it was
noted that administration of these
drugs might reduce mortality in patients with HTN.
In a recent study, not included in
their meta-analysis, López-Otero
et al4 retrospectively evaluated 965
patients diagnosed with COVID-19;
210 of these patients were using
ACEI or ARB drugs. These authors
also concluded that treatment with
ACEIs and ARBs was not associated
with mortality (odds ratio [OR],
0.62; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI],
0.17 to 2.26; P¼.486), heart failure
(OR, 1.37; 95% CI, 0.39 to 4.77;
P¼.622), rate of hospitalization
(OR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.45 to 1.64;
P¼.638), admission to intensive
care units (OR, 0.87; 95% CI, 0.30
to 2.50; P¼.798), or major acute cardiovascular events (OR, 1.06; 95%
CI, 0.39 to 2.83; P¼.915). In another
observational
study
(NCT04
331574) of 1591 patients, Iaccarino
et al5 reported that ACEI and ARB
therapy does not signiﬁcantly
contribute to increasing COVID-19
fatalities. Finally, in a recent systematic review, Nunes6 concluded that
the use of ACEIs is not associated
with higher rates of COVID-19 mortality, recommending additional clinical trials to conﬁrm the safety proﬁle
of these drugs in this setting.
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In a recent study performed by
members of our group, the circulating
levels of angiotensin II (AngII) were
measured in patients with COVID19.7 Despite a case series from China
that reported extremely high levels of
AngII in patients with COVID-19,8 in
our cohort of 30 patients with
COVID-19, circulating AngII levels
were normal regardless of COVID-19
severity, with no signiﬁcant differences between patients with COVID19 and healthy controls.7 Although
circulating levels of AngII may not
reﬂect the local lung milieu, it seems
unlikely that AngII is a driver of systemic disease in COVID-19. Although
ACE2 expression is likely attenuated
by severe acute respiratory syndrome
(SARS-CoV-2) binding, these data
suggest that AngII is readily metabolized in alternative metabolic pathways, resulting in normal circulating
levels. This ﬁnding is consistent with
the clinical study by López-Otero
et al,4 in which no beneﬁcial association of ACEI or ARB use was found
for COVID-19 severity or mortality,
as would be expected, given the
normal circulating levels of AngII.
Hence, we suggest that the potential
beneﬁts of ACEIs and ARBs observed
in some COVID-19 studies may be
more attributable to effective intervention for a modiﬁable risk factor for
poor COVID-19 outcomes (ie, HTN),
with efﬁcacious therapy minimizing
HTN-induced endothelial dysfunction and end-organ injury that would
otherwise be susceptible to further
deterioration with SARS-CoV-2
infection.
Only retrospective observational
studies regarding the potentially
deleterious effects of ACEIs and
ARBs in patients with COVID-19
have been conducted to date, and
these ﬁndings need to be conﬁrmed
in
prospective
randomized
controlled trials (RCTs). To the

best of our knowledge, there are
several ongoing RCTs, and new and
more reliable results will emerge
shortly. Studies in randomized
COVID-19 patientsdsuch as the
BRACE
CORONA
trial
(NCT04364893), evaluating whether
to continue or interrupt ACEI or
ARB therapydare underway. Results
from this study will be presented at
the forthcoming European Society
of Cardiology meeting. Overall,
owing to the lack of evidence on
negative effects on mortality of
ACEIs and ARBs in patients with
COVID-19, we reafﬁrm our previous
advice that discontinuing these drugs
for managing HTN at the time of
COVID-19 pandemic remains clinically unjustiﬁed.
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Responsibilities and Job
Characteristics of Health
Care Chief Wellness
Ofﬁcers in the United
States
To The Editor: The high prevalence
of occupational distress in physicians and other health care professionals relative to workers in other
ﬁelds has been recognized over the
past decade.1 Appreciation that this
problem is due to characteristics of
the practice environment, rather
than deﬁcits in personal resilience,
has helped focus mitigation efforts
on improving characteristics of
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organizational culture and practice
efﬁciency.2 Many organizations
have also been motivated to act on
the basis of the evidence of a link
between occupational distress in
health care professionals and quality
of care, patient experience, turnover, and the economic health of
the organization.3 This chronic
occupational distress has only been
exacerbated by the coronavirus disease 2019 pandemic, spurring even
more organizations to attend to
this issue.
Organizational progress requires
system-level infrastructure and leadership. In recognition of this fact,
leaders from across the country,
including the presidents of the Association of American Medical Colleges,
American
College
of
Graduate Medical Education, and
the National Academy of Medicine
have recommended that every large
health care organization create an
executive-level leader or “chief wellness ofﬁcer” (CWO) position to
oversee such efforts.2,4 This recommendation was subsequently also
afﬁrmed by the National Academy
of Medicine.2 Health care CWOs
play a role distinct from CWOs
outside of health care who typically
focus on leading workplace wellness
programs with the goal of promoting healthy lifestyle (eg, smoking
cessation, weight loss, and stress
reduction) and reducing organizational employee health care costs.
After Stanford University created
one of the ﬁrst health care CWO position in 2017, a number of organizations have subsequently followed
suit. Although recent articles have
articulated design considerations
for organizational programs on
health care professional well-being
as well as recommendations
addressing the roles and responsibilities of the health care CWO,5 there
is little information published

regarding the typical responsibilities
and job characteristics of existing
health care CWOs in the United
States.
In mid-2019, we formed the
Collaborative for Healing and
Renewal in Medicine CWO Network.
Formal criteria for members were
established in February 2021
(Appendix 1, available online at
http://www.mayoclinicproceedings.
org). This network comprises health
care CWOs or equivalent executivelevel leaders responsible for overseeing the health care professional
well-being efforts of their institutions. In early 2020, we asked
network members to describe the
characteristics of their positions and
summarize here the proﬁle of 21
health care CWOs across the United
States. Analysis of these data for publication was deemed exempt by the
Stanford Institutional Review Board.
The organizations represented
by these CWOs are listed in
Appendix 2 (available online at
http://www.mayoclinicproceedings.
org). In aggregate, 18 of 21 participating CWOs (85.7%) were located
at university-afﬁliated academic centers. The primary organizational
motivation for establishing a CWO
was reported to be a desire to reduce
burnout and increase professional
fulﬁllment (n¼16 [76.2%]), with
fewer respondents reporting a desire
to reduce depression/suicide (n¼2
[9.5%]), reduce turnover (n¼1
[4.8%]), generate a ﬁnancial return
on investment (n¼1 [4.8%]), or
reduce health care costs by
improving the health of the workforce (n¼1 [4.8%]).
The position title for most of
these individuals (17 of 21
[81.0%]) (Table) was CWO. Most
(18 of 21 [85.7%]) devoted 50% or
more of their professional work
effort to their CWO role, with nearly
40% (8 of 21) dedicating 70% or
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